consumers' Thanksgiving table.

Otherwise, increasing competition will be as dead as the turkey on

nerves.

the changes that would free them from the phone network with
higher speeds, the phone company's, and other new players. However, the
creative world. Regulations must stay the course -- limiting Bell utilities to

Despite the Bell's collusion, competition in local phone service is standing to

this apparent collusive behavior.

Department of Justice and the antitrust offices to launch an inquiry about

Given the Bell's consistent refusal to honor each other's functions and the

consumers' understanding exactly what is going on here. As part of an

local markets, the right to call long-distance service for the first time in years, where

continue to resist the process -- even though they get a price cut. By gaining

Now that these regulations are in a number of states, including Ohio. "Illinois and

need to deliver services to new competitors by leasing to rivals the phone network elements that competitors

monopoly than it is to fight another monopolist on its own turf.

stop Bell monopolies from carrying up

telecom market
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